djhives (pseudonym of ???) was born in
Philadelphia , PA during the 1970's. A critic
since birth, hives has managed to be the sole
voice of REAL truth on the face of the entire
Earth for as long as anyone can remember. He
hates all people, black, white, and egyptian – for
in his mind there is only but one group of
people: the sheeple.
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WOMEN ARE NOT
FROM PLANET
EARTH
“..and from Adam came Eve” – the Holy
Bible
Women are not from planet Earth. This is one
thing that continues to amaze me for years: the
fact that so-called intellects cannot figure out
that what we call women on this earth are
TRULY an EXTRATERESTRIAL SPECIES.
Now, I know what you're thinking – the
honorable djhives hath lost his mind – AGAIN....
but listen to me for one n*gger-moment and
you'll realize the truth I'm about to pop off. And
then again, when have I ever lead you wrong? As

the years go by, and the generations grow older,
the same old 'intelects' and 'researchers' and
'scientists' and 'PhDummies' keep missing the
core secrets of our universe and reality. In prior
volumes of this fine series I have taught you the
REAL TRUTH about eclipse-tricks, obelisks,
debt-notes, war, college, slaving, hustling,
freedom, the matrix and the beneveloncy that
rule the cloven nappy-haired sheep-people also
known as 'the masses' – or 'dum-asses' if you
will.
I digress, the point of this protypical
narsassictic self hand-job of an opening is to
remind you of the breadth of my child
geniusness. It is tits, a bouniful, full, swolen,
milky, teat with erect nipples. Where was I? Oh
yes. The subject of this volume. And that is –
the creature which all men desire: women.
However I am not going to explain the same old
story repeated by the supposed 'intelects' and
'professors' and 'forctors' over the centuries. I'm
going to keep it GHETTO, just like you all expect
of me. Imma break this sh*t off in street
language so you can all come away from this
literary magnificence as MEN – real
m*therf*cking MEN.
And afterall, that seems to be the problem
with dum-asses today right. I mean lets get real.
Look at the American male... a fat, pale, hooven
aobination, brimming with white-boi, honkey
insecurity. Gone are the days of the proud
American male – replaced by a debt-enslvaed,
emsaculated, sackectomied, pseudo-male,
addicted to soy yum-yums and on-demand fools-

ball programs. The white-american male,
spending 90% of his free time watching 7 foot
tall mandingo n*ggers in tights, fondling each
other and slapping each others balls around willy
nilly and getting all sweaty. Yet, as the American
honk exlaims, “no homo brah”. He watches
black-men, built like pornstars, each night
engaging in not-so-subtle n*gger homoeroticism.
And then prclaims to be 'manly. Of course we all
know this is a mere sign of his INSECURITY in
his own manhood – or lacktherof. It can be
verified in his wanton obsession with large
vehciles – the typical american white-boy
generally gets a boner over a large black
imposing pickup-truck with 'novelty' rubberballs hagning of the back of it.
Let's keep this sh*t real. “BIG AND BLACK”
is what the honkey is going after here. You know
– big black things are scary right? And they get
the p*ssy wet right? Sad animals. The male
insecurity knows no bounds. Homoeritic
telivised tarzan-negro 'sports'-jacking, large
black vehicles, and calling everything else 'gay' is
their method of operation. But what's really
going on here? What most 'intelects' see as a
harmless affinity of 'games' and 'vehicles' is truly
a cry for an explanation of lack of genetic
masculinity. So what can be done?
Well – first is to realize WHY we have this
matrix filled with angry, sexless, virginal, soyinfested, BOYS in the first place. And to state it
bluntly: they s*ck with WOMEN. And THAT my
children is the topic of this divine volume...
Now – before we begin ANYTHING there is

something you must understand – and it may be
a bit much for you to readilly accept. But TRUST
in father-hives celstial, glactic, esoteric
knowledge here. There is no soft way to break it
off to you... Women are an EXTRATARESTRIAL
SPECIES. Take a moment and swallow that redpill for a moment. Compose your thoughts and
emotions, now climb up on father hives lap and
nestle up closley to my warm shaggy beard and
allow me to break dat azz with somethin' propa.
Behold: the human female is the ONLY--- and I
mean ONLY “mammal” to have a CLITORIS on
the OUTSIDE of her body. ALL OTHER higher
mammals have their clitoris INSIDE their
vagina.
This is revolutionary because, if you look at
the male and female anatomy LOGICALLY you
will notice an oddity. First, the male penis,
which you are all familiar with has a long shaft
and a tip or head which is very sensitive, during
climax, the seed enters the females vadge and
causes pregnacy. The male, sticks his rod insude
the corrodor of the vagina and, objectivley
speaking the back and forth rhytmic action of
thrusting inside the p00ntang cause the man to
climax and thus ejaculate and reproduce.
HOWEVER, the 'human' female is quite
peculiar.
She has a vadge, yet – her ability to climax is
reserved for her CLITORIS ONLY. Now – don't
give me that “g-spot” ish – it doesnt exist. The
clitty is the hot-spot. The door-bell. The rub-upon some furniture orgasm spot. Every woman
knows this – and every ILLUMINATED man

knows this as well. Yet- for 'reasons unknown'
the female 'human' clitoris is on the OUTSIDE of
the vagina. Doth this not seem ILLOGICAL?
Think about it – if you were logically desgning
humans, wouldnt you have the clitoris INSIDE
the vagde so as intercorse is happening the inand-out action would stimulate her clitoris and
allow her to climax relative to the male? Instead
in 'human' intercourse, the man thrusts about
the puntinany like a wild-ape while the lonesome
clitoris sits there, – all alone... swolen..ready for
action – yet MISSING on some LOGICAL form
of sex-related stimilation. So what do we
observe instead during human copulation? We
observe a rather BIZZARE and dis-connected
DIGITIAL (finger) stimpulation of the females
vagina DURING intercourse.
She reaches down..makes those little circles
and figure-8's and busts her nut. If she doesnt
do it – the man does it. Again with his cloven
fingers. The penis, in all its supposed glory – is
uncerimouniously left out of the eqaution of
inducing a genuine female climax. WHAAT THE
FUDGE!? Now there are some females that
'claim' to climax for 'simply intercourse' but
these women are like n*ggers swimming in the
Olympics – they dont exist. In REALTY, the
'giny ONLY gets-off with some form of
EXTERNAL finger stimulation by the male or
female. The penis, hath NOTHING to do with it.
EVER.
The secret here is that women, as we know
them on Earth, are not from this planet. And
their EXTERNAL clitoris proves this fact. What

is most interesting about this 'earthly' woman is
her misplaced happy-spot – it is clearly on the
outside, perfectly seperated from constact with
the penile functions of sexual shenanigans.
Ergo, the FIRST step in understanding WOMEN
here on planet earth – and the primary reason
for this opening chapter --- the FIRST step in
understanding women, is to FIRST understand
that they ARE NOT THE SAME SPECIES AS
YOU – AT ALL. Now you've all heard the oldaddage 'men are from Mars, and women are
from Venus'. This is metaphorical and not
allegoriacal. What I am breaking you off to is the
TRUTH that there is a REAL species difference
between the two sexes with CLEAR extraplanetary origins. Think for a moment about the
so-called 'missing link' of 'modern sheeple
evolutionary theory'... you know what I'm talking
about – how 'scientists' claim that evolution is a
process of a constant improvement from one
generation to the next.
Yet, according to this cat-brained ideolgy,
there should be an observable 'past' or 'lesser'
evolutionary 'relative' that can verified eitehr by
living evidence or burried or fossolized bone
evidence. Nearly EVERY other organism has a
verifiable 'evolutionary predecessor' – ie the
version they 'evolved from'. Nearly every thing
on earth has this 'cousin' EXCEPT the 'human
being'. Here, the 'scientists' programm the
sheeple with the ultimate LIE – and that is that
there is a so-called 'missing link' and
UNEXPLANABLE 'missing ape' that humans
SUPPOSEDLY evolved from.

This absolute baboonery is exacerbated by
the fact that it makes no f*cking logical sense.
The assinine program flatulates: “Evolution is
real. There is eveidence of it in every organism
on earth----except....well...except with humans”.
SHENANIGANS! BOLD FACED
SHENANIGANS! What type of 25cent punk
sucker-punch bat-barf ish is this? COME ON!
The supposed evolutionary trail of humans skips
a few 'evolutionary changes' and goes back to the
extinct Neanderthal man – or whatever its called
which seems to be illogical as the 'last major
evolutionary' change to man.
Thus we gotta bit of stinky-stinky BS goin
on. And the human FEMALE is exactly where
this “MISSING LINK” resides. And thanks to
the honorable sweet daddy father hives you may
now call it “the FOUND link”. Lord magical hath
FOUND the wiley and elusive 'missing link' –
AND HER NAME IS “WOMAN”.
IF you look at the theory of evolution
LOGICALLY, it is clear to see that woman is the
evolutionary PREDECESSOR to man. The
cloven 'biologists' have made it no secret that in
the womb everyone is first a 'female'. Then
based on 'gentic disposition' the embryo will
develop into a male OR remain a female.
Everyone starts off with the begning of a clitty
and a glory-hole, but if they develop a “Y”
chromosome, their cltioris changes to a penis
and their mudflaps fuse into a ballcase.
Ergo, the 'missing-link' of man IS she-man.
And the KEY to understanding women is to first
understand this FACT. Because, without this

knowledge women will seem 'confusing' and
'mysterious' – and like most cattle out there in
the matrix, they FAIL with women due to their
fundamental ignorance of their true genetic
orgins. They aim to please women with their
PENISES without realizing that the genetic
oppsite of penis is a clitoris – NOT a vagina
cannal. Now – fittingly – this confuses the
sheeple man because his own logic realizes that
insemination and thus preganancy and thus procreation take place through vaginal intercourse.
And this is true.
However he mistakes the pleasure zone of a
woman for the MISTAKEN OPPOSITE of his
pleasure-zone. This is where white-boy
insecurity problem NUMERO UNO begins, for
the un-englightened man is perpetually “OFF
COURSE” with his sexcapades, and never
manages to 'connect' with the female on an
objective and cinsitent basis. His inconsestincy
with pleasing a woman sexually causes his
insecurities to sprial out of control... soon he
begins to entertain the idea of penis-pills, ballnooses, viagra, Ford F-150s, college educations,
doctoral dumgrees, large vinyl McMansions,
'investments', and other passive, subconsious
was of avenging his internal 'shortcomings'. But
these shortcomings are misguided, for the true
nature of the insecurity comes from ingoring the
female fun-spot and being INSESTIENT that the
PENIS is the primary bringer of female sexual
happy-times.
Now let me rewind the tape a bit – because I
think the geniusness I just fresh-baked for you

all didn't quite resonate in between your
triangulated whiskered cat-ears fully. Check the
fresh remix: Evolution is “SEX” SPECIFIC. Not
sex like in shenanigans.. sex as in male or
female. The reason why the 'missing link' goes
'missing' is because evolution happens on a basis
of sex (gender). In other words, when a species
'evolves' it CHANGES ITS “SEX”. Think fools:
the purpose of intercourse between 'opposite
sexes' is to progress evolution.
Right? Man and women stray from their
immediate family and siblings (incest) and
'branch out' to reproduce with the opposite sex
thus 'evolving' their own offspring. But how can
evoltuon be 'verified'? Stupid little changes in
the color of ones skin? Changes in height?
Stature? Bone structure? The devlopment of
wings? An extra stomace? All subjective! The
ONLY way to VERIFY weather or not something
has EVOLVED, OBJECTILVLEY is through it's
ability to HAVE SEX and reproduce. The
“missing-link” of man is “female”.
Men evolved FROM females. So what or
who did females evolve from? Well... “men” of
course. You see my children, 'evolution' is in
TRUTH a perpetual 'improvement' that creates a
different 'sex'. In our current state of reality
women have not yet evolved to be men, and men
have not yet evolved to be women. But alas, it is
happening – and this is why men and women are
two different species. One is 'more evolve'
(male) and the other is 'less evovled' (female).
What does this mean to you – the presumably
male reader of this fine book? It means – quite

simply – to understand the female, you must
first understand that you are dealing with a lesseveolved male, complete with a less-evolved
penis called a clitoris, and a less-evolved nutsack
called a vagina. To please the female is to please
the “MALE” in fe-MALE. Homoeritic? Perhaps.
Make your penis feel worthless? To some.
Strange and alien? Indeed.
Yet this is the TRUTH of the matter. You are
atrracted to, and dealing with extraterestrial
males with microscopic penises that have no
pleasurable use for your male penis other than to
become impregnated. Your penis is therefore
vitrually WORTHLESS as a mechanism of sexual
plesure to the fe-MALE. To understand this is
the first step to repairing your damaged,
confused, misguided male ego. And the begning
to your enlightment and sexual freedom as it
relates to fe-Males. They are called fe-MALES –
'hetorosexuality' is indeed a quasi-homosexual
relationship. Finally, the truth will be told about
men and women......tonight...

MEN ARE WEAK
WITHOUT
WOMEN
“Woman's world is her husband, her
family, her children and her home. We
do not find it right when she presses into
the world of men.” – Adolph Hitler

Men can do less than they realize... MUCH less.
In fact this is scuh an innate part of human
nature and human sexuality, yet I cannot think
of one 'intelect', 'forctor', or publication that
addresses the enherent WEAKNESSES of men.
Now I'm not talking about how 'women are weak

and men are strong' – that's been said a trillion
times. Nor am I talking about the so-called
'modern' 'independent woman' with her
enslaved psuedo birth-control biologically
'career' and 'independence'. Women are weak –
you've all heard me preach about this many
times in the past.
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